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HIGH END RETOUCHING

CLIENT   CANON AUSTRALIA

PROJECT   CANON ISLAND

The brief called for a visual of a tropical 
island with 3 distinctly themed areas 
competition winners would experience. 
The client wanted the visual to embrace 
excitement and exploration.

No such island existed and so I built one 
from over 200 separate stock images. 
The final visual took 5 days to complete.



ADVERTISING CONCEPTS

CLIENT   CANON AUSTRALIA

PROJECT   PIXMA PRINTERS

Both visuals were conceived and executed 
by me. The visual to the right incorporated 
a photoshoot and Photoshop comping. 
The bottom visual was exclusively built in 
Photoshop.



FINISHED ART & 
PRODUCTION

CLIENT   CANON AUSTRALIA

PROJECT   CANON ISLAND

This was a direct mail piece to support 
the Canon Island Promotion.

The knifeline was very complex with 
artwork that needed to overlap in the 
right places. Both inside and outside 
faces were designed to look like an 
authentic vintage traveller’s suitcase.



KEY VISUALS

CLIENT   BUNDABERG RUM  PROJECT   BUNDY SKYCOUCH

The key visual was executed by me and rolled out across a full suite of POS, 
including bespoke items like the bottle talk to the right.



TRADE PROMOTION

CLIENT   REKORDERLIG CIDER  
PROJECT   GARDEN OF SWEDEN

To get retailers excited about the full 
range of Rekorderlig ciders, we designed 
an event called the Garden Of Sweden, 
where tastings were arranged and lots of 
prizes were up for grabs.

The event venue was intended to 
look like a luscious garden with trees 
bearing the fruits that are used to make 
Rekorderlig.

The visual to the right, the promotional 
visual, was built in Photoshop in less 
than a day.



ABOVE THE LINE CAMPAIGN CONCEPT

CLIENT   BIC AUSTRALIA  PROJECT   EVOLVE WITH BIC

The advertising concept above, conceived and executed by me, was intended to demonstrate to consumers that BIC pens 
can be used for more than just writing and that, whatever level you might be at, something extraordinary can be created.



BRANDING, PACKAGING & PROMOTIONS

CLIENT   AUSTRALIAN BEER CO.  PROJECT   YENDA CRAFT BEER RANGE

As one of it’s flagship brands, the Australian Beer Co. needed a complete brand design from the ground up. I designed and executed the brand according to the client’s 
wishes and carried packaging from concept through to completion. I conceived and executed the key visual below and subsequently built a brand bible to support it. 
As part of consumer promotions, we also created a promotional car and caravan to tour the countryside.



SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION

CLIENT   BANROCK STATION  PROJECT   INFUSIONS FACEBOOK PROMOTION

To execute this Facebook promotion, Banrock Station needed a revamped key visual and a compelling 
digital rollout to generate social media buzz for the product and the brand.



DIGITAL BANNER CONCEPTS

CLIENT   ROSEMOUNT WINES  PROJECT   FASHION WEEK SPONSORSHIP

A concept for a banner that expands to a minisite containing updateable multimedia 
content and click-through links to a supporting microsite.

CLIENT   NOKIA    PROJECT   NOKIA MUSIC

An animated banner concept that supported a live gig for the Butterfly Effect and 
included clickthrough links for downloadable content from the Nokia Music site.



SITE CONCEPT & DESIGN

CLIENT   PURINA   
PROJECT   FANCY FEAST CONSUMER SITE

Purina wanted to completely revamp their 
website experience and give the brand a new 
outlook. Examining their target audience, I 
conceived and executed a website that included 
an elaborate interactive experience as an intro to 
the website.

The consumer was presented with the interior to 
a modern, trendy home, and they could then set 
the table for their cat. Choices they could make 
included different table linens, bowls, flowers for 
the table, candle stick and the user could also 
choose from a list of 5 pieces on the ‘iPod’ in 
the scene.

If they were watching closely, they’d also see 
the fire flickering, the cat moving, butterflies 
outside and the sun through the trees.

When they were finished, the user clicked on the 
serving tray and were then taken through to the 
main site.



BRANDING & PACKAGING

CLIENT   CCA AUSTRALIA   
PROJECT   BOUNTY RUM

The client needed a complete overhaul on Bounty Rum and so 
I recreated the brand from the ground up, including illustration 
and complex packaging with spots colours, foils, finishes and 
metallic substrate. I also developed a complete brand bible and 
supporting advertising.



ILLUSTRATION



THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR TIME!
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